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Heightened Interest in Olfactory Resesrch

Tl)is i]lcrc,ase in i,lt<,r<,st in the sense of smell has, for

(,UIIII1)I,. herll ft)st{,r,,ll IIy, arid relkcted i“, increased
i,, t(m,st hy n;ttiond ,, Iedtia such as The Natimd Gw-

gI-qI/(i(, the tekvisi<))l pqpwr NOVA, and countless news

stcmi,.s it) n?wspap<w ;lIICI magazim+s% ad on radio and

tdmisi<m TIE puh]ic s<,(,ms newly fkcinatcxl hv the world
1)(’Sclvlt,

III the scientific vor]l]t)lmity too, it is no longer just >Lfew
who devote their reswrch lives to the study of olfaction. A

growing scientific organization, the Association for Ckmo-
rweption Sciences f<mndecf about 15 years ago, holds an

annual meeting that seines as a forum for discussing new
rmewch.

TIKJ founding of the Moral Chemical Senses Center,
mzwly2<5years agJ, was an important stimulus to incremed

scientific interest. As the first and still the onlyor~anization
exclmiwly devoted to ksic research on the chemical

senses-taste, sme H, trigemind chemosensatio,> -the
Center provides a home for scielltists t<)~<)rk ill an inter.
disciplinary setting. The Center also sets majm research
goals, one of which is to unravel the myst~ries of the smw
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of smell, from its cellulw basis to its social psychological
impact on bebatior,

Several factors have been responsible for drawing more

and more scientists into research in olfaction, The Monell
Center is one factor. Traditionally, tbe Center actively
recruits post-doctoral level scientists who have degrees in

other areas, for example, biochemistry, nutrition and devel-

opmental biOlOgy Many Of these indi~duals, trfined at
Monel], have remained in olfactory research.

Another factor is the Fragrance Research Fund, which
makes a policy of encouraging scientists who are not prima.

rily trained in olfactory research to compete for olfacto~
research funds, Both the Fragrance Research Fund and the

Monell Center have helped to bring new perspectives totbe
field,

Finally, I believe that the very excitement of the field

combined with mawelous new technical developments in
biomedical science have served to attract top scientists from

other fields into olfacto~ research. The two winners of the

Scientific Sense of Smell Award represent two such indi-
viduals (see “Effects of Fragrance on Humans” on page 4)
and there are many more. It is apparent that the science of

olfaction is no longer a backwater, but instead is in the
forefront of biomedical research.

Current Arees of Olfactory !%aearch

Why is olfactory research so interesting to scientists?

Here are just a few of the reasons.

Role in human behavior: We are learning that odors
play a much greater role in human behavior than previously

thought. This is exemplified in several oftbe presentations
at the symposium preceding the “Sense of Smell Award

ceremony (see “Effects of Fragrance on Humans” on page
4). I would only add that it is now known that odors are
intricately involved in the mother-infant bonding and in

ve~ ewly learning about flavor, a key component of which
is odor. There is a very real possibility that pheromones—

that is, odors known in animals to regulate reproductive
physiology and behavior-also affect humans. This is a very

active research area now and one that we should closely
follow.

Model for brain functions: A second reason for the

surge in scientific study of olfaction is the recognition that

this system may provide an excellent model for study of how
the brain functions. The way the olfacto~ system processes
odors at the level of the olfactory bulb—the first way-station

after the actual receptors—is protiding scientists with a
relatively simple system to investigate processing of sensory
information using modem neurophysiological and compu-

tational techniques. Similarly, the transductive processes—
how odors are recognized by receptors and how that
recognition is turned into a neural signal—are now known

to have many similarities to transductive processes else-
where such as in vision and neural transmission, increasing

the generality of research findings.
A pathway to the brain: A third reason for this height-

ened interest of biomedical scientists in the sense of smell,
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however, derives from several of the olfactory system prop-

erties that are unique rather than common, The cilia of the
primary neurons—which contain the receptors—are for-

mally a potion of the central nervous system. Essentially, a
small bit of the brain extends out into the upper nasal airway,

e~Osed tO the Outside en~rOnment This prO~des scien-
tists with a unique opportunity to easiIy study living central
nervous system tissue by merely taking small biopsies rather

than using much more inm.sive techniques, Some of my
colleagues at Monell are routinely doing this now. Their

god is to understand the cellular mechanisms of human
olfaction both in health and in such degenerative diseases as
Alzheimer’s.

Moreover, these olfactory neurons are among the ve~
few brain structures that regenerate. Usually when a brain
neuron dies, it is not replaced. This is not the case for

olfacto~ neurons, why? what properties do they have that

aflows regeneration? These questions are of great interest
to many scientists interested in brain function and particu-
larly those who are developing strategies to help individuals

Palmer & F1.woriW3



Effects of Fragrance on Humans

1992 Sense of SrnEllAward w+nrwm were

John Stabe&u of Neiman Marcus {L@),
Dz Linda Buck of Harvard Medical School (secondfiom lql), and

DC Richard rid of the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and
Columbia University (second+ right).

Also ptired above are Fragrance Research Fund oficcrs
Annette Green, tice president, and Dr Jack Mawnec presidzmt,

who presented the awardr.

An oral report on the tnpic ‘Living Well W]th Your Sense
of Smell” war presented prior to the Fragrance Research

Funds 9th Annuaf Sense of SmeU Awards Ceremony at

the Plain Hotel in New York on Nnvember 4,1992. Dr.
GmyBeauchamp, dimctorandpresident, MonelfChemi-

cal Senses Center, mwferated a dktingnished panel who
repimted cm recent developments in understanding the

effects of fragrance, on human mods and nctitities.
Dr. Howard Ebrlichman, Professor of Psychology,

Queens College, repmted on tbe results of his research
supported by the Fund and discussed how bis work

strongly suggests that the effect of odor nn people’s
emotional states ir rmd nnd that it can be demonstrated
in rigorous scientific studies. Dr. Ehrlichman found that

people wbn, smelled a pleasant ndor (almond) recafled

relatively more happy memories and fewer unhappy
memories than those who smelled an unpleasant odor

(pyridine). Dr. Ehdichman is convinced that the results
of these studies demonstrate that real psychological
chnnges cecurwhen penple smelLpleasantor unpleasant
odors. And since these studies were conducted under

ve~;terili? labaatmy conditions, it was suggested that in
@real world the-impact of ndors may be greater.

Mary Kliauga, Director, Bureau nf Chemistry &

Environmimtnl Studies, Gmd Housekeeping Institute,

described a study of the effects of fragrance on the
performance of pmnfreaders. It was revealed that
the accuracy of participating prnofreadem was signifi-
cantly better when tiey worked in a room in which
&mmxs (lavender or peppermint) were diffused

throughout the room, as compnred to when they

worked in a room with no fragrance at afl.
Dr. Craig Warren, Vice President and Director, Or-

ganoleptic Research, Intemationnl Flavors and Fra-

grances, Inc., presented the prnvneative results of IFFs
research on measuring the mcwd benefits of fkgrance.
He defined eight major mods (happiness, sensuality,

relaxation, stimulation, irritation, stress, depreaaion and

afM~Y) ~d used charts tn show the effect fragrmme has
on thnse mmds.

Dr. Beauchamp then provided a review of the present

atnte of ohctmy research and retiewed areas that he
believeswillbe develnped in the near future bytbe many
peopie now actively pursuing olfactory research and by

the increasing number of research centers. (&a accom-
panying nrticle.)

In the evening folfowing the symposium, Dr. Jack

Mausner, Senior Vice President, Research and Develop-

ment, Chanel, Inc. and President of the Fragrance Re-
search Fund, presented this year’s Scientific Sense nf
Smell Award to Dr. Linda Buck, Assistant Professor at

Harvard Medical School, and Dr. Richard Axel, Investi-

gator at the Howard Hughes Medical Institute and
Higgins Professorate Columbia University, in recognition
of their recent discovery of the family of smell genes. As

a result of this discovery, scientists csn now develop new
knowledge about hnw ndors are detected and bow the
brafn interprets odor signals. Mausner also presented a
Retail Sense of Smell Awnrd to Neiman Marcus; the

awsrd was accepted by John Stabenau, Vice President
and Divisional Merchandise Manager, Cosmetics, Neiman
Marcus.
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recover from damage to their brains—for example, stroke

victims,
The fact that the olfacto~ nerve is exposed to the

outside environment allows it to act as a direct pathway to
the brain. This raises the possibility that substmces might

be transported up the nerve and thereby enter other

portions of the brain. The earliest symptoms of some
human degenemtive diseases seem to involve olfactoly
function tmdstructme. For example, eadystage Alzheimer’s

patients exhihit a diminished sense of smell and the dis-
tinctive tangles and plaques seen at patient autopsy we
prominent in olfacto~ areas of the brain, It has been

speculated—I emphasize that remains mdY a spec”] ation
now—that some causative or stimulator agent related to

this disease could move up the olfactmy axon and into the
central portion of the brain.

The sense of smell provides a direct pathway to the brain
in another way as well, Perhaps mm-e than any other sense,

odor information goes directly to the parts of the brain
involved in emotion, For many mammals, odors are the

most potent of senso~ cues; they guide the search for
mates, avoidance of predators, recognition of offspring and

interaction with the world around them, This is not as true
for humans, but the emotive power of scent remains potent.

Thus, the study of emotion will surely profit from increases
in our knowledge of olfaction.

Future Arees of Olfectory Resesrch

What will be coming in the 21st century? This is ve~

difficult to predict, particularly given tbe pace of research
progress, but I will take this opportunity to speculate a bit.

But, before I do, I need to emphasize a very important

point here Real progress in this area will only come
through rigorous scientific investigation. Unverifiable re-

sults of research studies, secret results and marketing
material masquerading as science will slow rather than

enhance progress. Progress will be driven by red science
not pseudoscience.

I believe we will soon have a fairly clear understanding of

the major features of how odors are recognized and how
they are classified (using the naturaf receptor-based classif-

ication scheme). For example, we will know whether per-

ceptually similar but discriminably different odors, such as
those described as woody or green or musky, share a class of
receptor proteins as suggested by some of the work of Buck

and Axel, the winners of the Sense of Smell Award. An
understanding of the mechanism of olfaction should enable

us to predict the odors of new compounds, to create new
odors, and to modify responses to odors. For example, it
may be possible to effectively and specifiwdly mask offend-
ing odors while enhancing pleasant ones

We may, in the future, begin to understand what factors

permit the olSactory neurons to regenerate and why this
regenerative process apparently declines with age. On aver-

age, people lose olfacto~ sensitivity as they age An under-
standing of this process should provide the scientific
knowledge necessary to stimulate regeneration of olfacto~
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neurons. Already, research at Monell indicates that mere

e~osure to an odor can increase sensiti~v to it. We should
soon understand the molecubw basis for this, Research of

this kind could also provide scientists with the ability to
restore function to other brain structures. This would be a
magnificent discovery with obviom far-reaching implica-

tions.

As the interface between the brain and the outside
chemical environment, we may discover that the olfactory

system is particularly sensitive to changes in that environ-
ment. For example, changes in the sense of smell may t“m
out to be an early warning system for changes in the

composition of the atmosphere. Idem like this are being
considered in Biosphere II, the long-term e~eriment in
human isolation taking place in Arizona.

By learning how olfaction works, we should be able to

develop biologically-based detector devices of extreme
sensitivity. All of us who work in olfwtion know that tbe
sophisticated instmments developed to measure very small

amounts of chemicals, such as gas chromatography and
mass spectrometers, pale in their sensitivity to even tbe
human nose, much less the nose of a dog. Further knowl-

edge will permit us to use the principles of olfaction to do

such things as define a human’s olfacto~ fingerprint (a
signature of individual identity as distinctive as anyknowm),

Parlwner & Flavotisfi
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detect minute amounts of contaminants in everything from
foods to our atmosphere, and aid in a variety of medical
tasks such as disease diagnosis. For example, we have

evidence that female animafs possessing viruses which will

cause mammary tumors ata future time produce a distinc-
tive odor before any clinical signs of the tumors are evident,

Thus, odor could sewe as a powerful diagnostic tool, par-

ticularly when we have devices sensitive enough to rou-
tinely monitor it.

In the future, we will know much more about how odors

after human mood and performance. This knowledge should

stimulate progress in such diverse areas as creation of

better work environments, heightening the quafity of life
in tbe elderly and the ill, reaching out to the mentally
disturbed, and strengtbening the emotional ties among

individuals,

Some of my own research involves bow odor experience
very early in life may influence flavor choices and social

interactions. We know from animal studies that the sense

of smell begins working even before birth. Odors in amni-

otic fluid can be detected and animafs can learn about
them. Odors in human breast milk transmit information to

the infant, perhaps—again analogous to some non-human
studies—resulting in the formation of life-long prefer-

ences and aversions. The ability of certain odors to elicit

strong emotional response may, in part, result from these
very early associations. In child rearing, I believe we will

likely come to see that an olfactoryrich early environment
is as important as a visually- and auditorily-rich early

environment.

All of this should become much clearer during this
decade. I foresee the importance of olfactory research

increasing,
For whatever reasons, until relatively recently tbe fasci.

nation with the sense of smell was the province of the

perfumer, the novelist and essayist, and the occasional

scientist. This has now changed and we are in for some big
discoveries and, afmost certainly, some bigsuqmises as well.
As Lewis Thomas, Chairman of the Board of Directors of

the Monell Center, has said: “We might fairly gauge the
future of biological science, centuries ahead, by estimating

the time it will take to reach a complete, comprehensive
understanding of odor. It may not seem a profound enough

problem to dominate all the life sciences, but it contains,
piece hy piece, all the mysteries.”
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